How to Grow Your Business with
the Intrépid Anti-Wrinkle System
Congratulations for making the decision to grow your business with the incredible Intrépid Anti-Wrinkle System. The Intrépid Anti-Wrinkle System
can work to make wrinkles, crow’s feet and eye bags seem to magically disappear. Intrépid ’s motto is, “Give us 20 to 30 minutes and we’ll make
you look 20 to 30 years younger!” It is this effectiveness that makes Intrépid a game changer in the skin care business.
When you open your Intrépid Demo Kit, you will find the following items: • One jar of Base
• One jar of Activator (in either light, medium or dark)
• One tube of Remover
• 10 Intrépid Sales Brochures
After you have removed everything from the product tube, take a second to identify and familiarize yourself with each component. You will notice a QR code located
within this guide. Using it will allow you to watch our Intrépid Application Video. This helpful video will provide you with step-by-step instructions for applying and
demonstrating the Intrépid Skin Care System.

Introducing the Intrépid Anti-Wrinkle System:
When you have the opportunity to share the amazing benefits of Intrépid with a friend or client, be sure to explain the way the product can change their life. It can
actually make them appear years younger than they actually are. Studies have shown that whether we realize it or not, the first impression people have of us is often
the last impression they have of us. Even more concerning, those same studies have proven that when people meet someone with wrinkles, eye bags and crow’s
feet, they tend to think of that person as old, tired and even less intelligent!
As surprising as that may sound, it’s something that we have to realize every time we meet someone new. That’s why if you or someone you know has wrinkles, you
need to show them the Intrépid Anti-Wrinkle System. By changing the way others see you, you can preempt any perceptions concerning age they may have.
Remember, with Intrépid, it’s not how old you are, it’s how young you can look.
After watching the Intrépid instructional video, you are now ready to prove to people just how great the Intrépid Anti-Wrinkle System is and how quickly it works. You
should practice first on yourself, and then on a good friend or family member. While the Intrépid Anti-Wrinkle System is easy to use, it does require a few trials to
ensure you know how to expertly apply it. Once you’ve got it down, it’s the perfect product for your Sisel Live! business. Gathering a few friends together and
demonstrating just how incredible Intrépid is at removing wrinkles and eye bags is not only fun, but it’s a great way to build your business.

To keep your presentation demonstrations consistent, just follow these simple steps:
1. Wash your skin with warm water. Fully remove any makeup or lotions so the skin is bare and dry.
2. On a fingertip, about the size of half of a pea, apply the Base to the skin by dabbing it on and then applying it
generously, It’s important that you apply a generous amount, but not so much that there is a visible residue on your skin.
Keep it out of your eyes and eyelashes. Rub the Base around in circular and back-and-forth motion, using some pressure
to work it into the skin, until it’s thoroughly spread over the area and is in good contact with the skin. You will immediately
feel your skin stretching and tightening, a sure sign Intrépid is working. Clean any residue off your finger before you apply
the Activator over Base coat, to avoid any transference of germs or bacteria.
3. Apply the Intrépid Activator over the Base using about half of the amount of Activator that you would have for the
coverage with the Base. Use back-and-forth and circular motions, with moderate pressure until the skin starts to feel tacky.
This should occur in 15 - 30 seconds +/-. Slight tackiness means the Activator is thoroughly mixed with the Base so that it
can react deeply within in it. Intrépid will dry and constrict as it firms and smooths out the wrinkles and/or eye bags. Learn
the proper rub-in time to get the Activator to mix thoroughly. Do not rub it in too long or it will start to ball up, and react too
fast. Or, if you do not get it mixed in well enough, it may not thoroughly cure. You will easily learn the balance between
application time and activation with just a few attempts.
4. You’re done. It’s very important to keep your face expressionless – no smiles, frowns or squinting, so that no wrinkle
lines or other movements are created until the Intrépid is firm and dry. Firming begins within 2 to 3 minutes. At 10 to 15
minutes, it should be dry enough to apply makeup or any foundations or colorants. It takes one hour to fully cure as
Intrépid constricts to firm and remove most wrinkles & eye bags. It’s best to wait as until applying any other product on the
bio-skin film. Recommended time is 15 to 30 minutes. During the drying time, you can do your other beauty tasks - hair,
nails, eyebrows, lipstick etc. Intrépid will slowly firm and tighten. By remaining expressionless as long as possible, you will
not cause the film to flex until it has cured. Intrépid is like a bio-skin on top of regular skin which constricts to remove
wrinkles, lip & brow lines, eye bags etc. Effects last all day and evening too.
When applying foundation or makeup you can freely apply it over the Intrépid bio-skin film. Intrépid is waterproof but it
allows the skin to breath. You can swim or shower without affecting it.
5. Removal with Intrépid Remover. For a fast and easy removal of the Intrépid bio-skin: Put a small drop on a cotton
swab (to eliminate any chance for contamination), or a fingertip. Rub it lightly over the Intrépid bio-skin areas of your face.
Let it sit for 15 to 30 seconds. You will see it starting to collapse. Wipe it off with a tissue or towel. Any parts that did not
come off at first, simply apply again to each part affected, wait for 15 to 30 seconds and wipe off. Wipe or wash skin, dry
and you’re finished.
Be sure to familiarize yourself with the Intrépid brochures so you can hand them out and answer any questions
they may encourage.
WARNING: For External Use Only. Avoid direct eye contact. If product gets into eyes, rinse thoroughly with water. If
irritation or redness occurs, discontinue use. Keep out of reach of children.
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